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Editorials

Routine Peroperative Cholangiography
Pre-exploratory peroperative cholangiography (PaC) gained immediate
acceptance after its introduction by Mirizzi in 1931, so that. by the 1970s and
through the 1980s it became a routine procedure during every cholecystectomy.
However, latterly many articles have advocated its selective use. In a recent
postal survey of academic surgeons in India, we found that although 60% of
them had facilities for performing pac, only 20% did so routinely. Kakos
et al.! showed that during the period 1951-55 to 1966--70,while pac increased
from 3% to 93% of all cholecystectomies, the rate of common bile duct (CBO)
exploration declined from 41% to 25% and the rate of positive exploration
increased from 28% to 62%. Interestingly, however, the rate of CBO stone
retrieval increased only marginally from 11% to 15%. pac thus reduced the
rate of CBO explorations, but mainly avoided those which yielded a negative
result.

Gregg- classified the indications for exploration for CBO stones into those
which were minimal (raised alkaline phosphatase, small gallstones and patent
cystic ducts-associated with a 4% incidence of CBO stones); moderate
(pancreatitis, raised serum amylase, serum bilirubin 2.5 mg/dl to 5 mg/dl and'
dilated CBO up to 15 mm-associated with a 20% incidence of CBO stones)
and maximal (cholangitis, serum bilirubin >5 mg/dl, dilated CBO > 15mm and
a palpable stone-associated with 90% incidence of CBO stones). A selective
policy of performing pac in patients with moderate or maximal indications for
CBO stones would thus reduce the negative CBO explorations but would not
detect unsuspected CBO stones. The incidence of these stones ranges from 1%
to 14% (average 6%)3 while that of symptomatic retained CBO stones after
cholecystectomy is only 0;3%.4 This means that the majority of the unsuspected
CBO stones detected by a routine pac do not produce symptoms; these are
probably small stones which pass spontaneously. If and when they become
symptomatic they can be easily treated by.endoscopic intervention. Blumgart>
recommends that small CBO stones detected on a routine pac should be left
alone as exploration of the duct in such a situation is difficult, unrewarding and
likely to result in damage.

False-positive results, ranging from 0.4% to 6.5% ofallPOCs6,7 and 20% to
55% of abnormal POCs,8,9Iead to negative choledochotomies which increase
morbidity. Even routine use of pac cannot rule out the possibility of a retained
CBO stone as it has a false-negative rate of about 1%.1

Biliary ductal injury is very likely to occur if a relatively inexperienced surgeon
during a so-called 'simple' cholecystectomy attempts to control bleeding from
the cystic artery or an anomalous vessel. This complication can be avoided not
by a POC but by adherence to the basic principles of biliary surgery which
include the clear identification and accurate ligation of blood vessels. Thepractice
of some surgeons to go ahead with the cholecystectomy while the films of pac
are being developed makes it a superfluous exercise anyway. In an analysis of
CBO injuries from Sweden where pac was routine, it was found that 44% of
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the injuries occurred even before the cystic duct was cannulated for POC and
52% before the POC film was seen by the surgeon. 10 When dissection is difficult,
such as in patients with acute cholecystitis, dense adhesions and Mirizzi's
syndrome, the situation can be safely managed with a cholecystectomy or a
partial cholecystectomy.'! Most of the usual variations of biliary ductal
anatomy can be appreciated by a careful surgical dissection and only rarely is a
POC required.

Peroperative cholangiography results in increased operating time and costs.
In one study, 12 one-fourth of POC films were technically inadequate and the
positive predictive value for the surgeon's assessment of the film was only 74 %.
Furthermore, POC, though a simple procedure, is not absolutely safe.
Attempting POC in small ducts may cause injury:" 8 out of 18 CBO injuries in
one study" were attributed to its routine use and it has been shown to be
associated with an increased rate of postoperative complications. 7

A routine POC decreases the incidence of retained CBO stones but at the
cost of unnecessary negative CBO explorations in false-positive cases. A
selective policy would avoid these negative explorations albeit at the cost of
missing some unsuspected CBO stones. However, most of these stones are
small, remain asymptomatic and probably do not require specific treatment.
Thus the routine use of POC during cholecystectomy where a CBO stone is not
suspected is probably not justified. The procedure has a definite but limited
role in cases in which a CBO stone is suspected, mainly to avoid a negative
CBO exploration. However, even in these cases, good preoperative
ultrasonography and judicious use of preoperative cholangiography (by the
intravenous technique'< or by endoscopic cannulation) can further obviate the
need for a Poc.

We believe that a POC should no longer be a routine procedure during a
cholecystectomy.
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